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If it's good enough for VISION OF TOMORROW, it's good enough for me.
So saying, he typed with a large round hand -

P u b lis h e d fo r

ANZAPA and

o th e rs o f th e c o g n o s c e n ti by John Bangsund
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Fortunately, March is still a few weeks off, and so it should be in all
conscience - I HAVEN'T GOT USED TO OCTOBER YET.'!

No, what happened, you see, is that I was visiting 0. Waddington Foyster at Glengryphon Drive, and he asked me to ask him what he was put
ting in ANZAPA this mailing.
And when I recovered sufficiently to ask
him he made me guess and I guessed all kinds of unlikely things but he
finally admitted that he was including a list of all the fanzines he has
ever published, or thereabouts.
How hoomilliatin'.
Now everyone will know that I am not Australia's
leading fanzine publisher - at least in terms of quantity (he added
modestly).

So I came home and thought a bit about how many fanzines I 've published
and I discovered, much to my mortician and dismale, that I had numbered
the other CROG! in this mailing incorrectly.
I leapt immediately to
my typewriter!
Which is why I'm doing this on Monday night instead of
Sunday night, because in leaping I frictured my splinge and knotted my
knickyknockynoo - and I tell you it is not painless indeed •
Oh yes.

And what I reckon I've published is roughly as follows:

AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW
SCYTHROP
THE NEW MILLENNIAL HARBINGER
THE COSMIC DUSTBUG
(I'm not sure, but I think about)
CROG! or THE CHRONONHOTONTHOLOGICAL REVIEW
THE HALLIFORD HOUSE NEWSLETTER
THE BLOODY OAF
(with 0 Foyster)
PICKING UP THE PIECES
PROCEEDINGS OF THE THOMAS LOVE PEACOCK SOCIETY &c
A CLIP ON THE EAR
(cheating a bit here)
ANZAPA, OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH AN AUSTRALIAN SF SOCIETY (or ?)
MELBOURNE FANTASY FILM GROUP NOTICE (or whatever)
MELBOURNE SF CONFERENCE EASTER 1968 NOTICE
AUSTRALIAN SF SOCIETY NOTICE
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issues
issue
issues
issues
issues
issues
issue
issue
issue
issue
issue
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issues
issues
issues

Total 57 (because I forgot to count ASFR 71 up there, Gary).
And there
were numerous - maybe 20 - issues of the VRI MUSIC CLUB BULLETIN, but
they were for a different fandom; and THE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER, though
I don't really want to be held responsible for that.
Well now, 57
fanzines since June 1966 isn't bad going, is it?
Welcome back, John.
Good luck, Gary.
And hullo, Carey and David, if
you make it.
(But where did Andy get to?)

